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The faculty cast for "Don Juan In Hell" Is shown rehear sing'. They are Mr. VenetozzI, Mr. Honaker, Miss
Kessler, and Mr. Keene.

Faculty-Students Dual Cast
for "Don Juan In Hell"
"Strange, provocative, disturbing, bewildering" were some of
the adjectives attributed to the Little Theater Club's next majcr
production, "Don Juan in Hell" written by George Bernard Shaw.
The play promises to be "different from anything ever produced, on Eastern's campus." It is a platform reading, acted out
somewhat. Lighting and sound effects will be worked to create
the .illusion that one is really in Hell.
Directed by Mr. Gerald HonaBesides directing the play, .Mr.
ker, "Don Juan "in Hell" will be Honaker is atoo playing the part
presented Monday through Thurs- of Don Juan,
day, February 9, 10, 11, 12, in
The student cast consists of Rita
the Little Theater.
Mills as Ana, Joe Paul Hughes as
A main attraction of the play is the Devil, Jay Huguely as the
that'it will be presented by both Statue, and Ralph Mills as Don
a faculty cast and a student cast. Juan.
Miss Elizabeth Kessler plays "the
The story of the play derives
part of Ana. Miss Kessler is no from an old Spanish tradition censtranger to the theater as she was tered around the city' of Seville.
the dramatics director both in the The immediate siting, however,
, high school and toe town theater is in HeUf and the substance of
. In .Lexington,. South Carolina, Uie^OramavlS a -four",.«»/ cwiver
"*wj«"re she caugh,. rdf a"4»«.~'..cr of tion among residents dr'would^be
years. Of the play she said, "I've residents there.
j found it quite Interesting to do the
Among these,' of course, is the
< play in the style in which we are
doing it. It's been lots of fun." proprietor of the place, a singularHumorously she stated, "At last ly mild and sentimental devil,
I found out what happened to Don liking everyone and wanting to be
liked. The others are the shades
Juan."
Mr. W. L. Keene, who plays the of"*H?ree of hia former friends on
part of the Statue, commented on earth.
First
the play, "It is George Bernard
among these is the eloShaw; If one likes George Ber- I™1*1 and garrulous Don Juan,
nard Shaw, one might like •Don legendary dashing philanderer of
Juan in Hell'. The play is a satire romantic story, now weary of the
on the hypocrisy and pretense in Inanities of his present abode and
most human affairs and instltu- longing for the philosophical and
tion* It shows the overwhelming contemplative calm of heaven,
urge of life to sustain and promote
Newly arrived is the lady Ana,
itself. If one is inclined to take translated from earth at the venit too seriously, he must keep in erable and virtuous age of 77, but
mind that Shaw is the eternal fble to recall, not without zest,
show-off as well as a serious dra- the flirtatious episodes of her girlwcSa WvJdlSSftffeeta tn&
In* on one's temwrament baokSnmd and wSKSe
*
* Pr^vta^ that "toe Devil is a
eeSufn amone neomV of cha£
fcter™Mr Victor
Cnettozzi porf
'«.
*lc™r*en"ei7f P?r
trays the role of the Devil In toe
play
Concerningthe play Mr.
25? 'aTexcmng exUrience^wS
fnTon^thls'ir^uXn^TL^lay
is different working from anything
ever presented here. It contains
many thought provoking lines
which will cause the audience to
want to think them through." He
laughingly added that the play
showed that "Women are always
women, even in Hell."

_ The Music Council will
present a recital of solo
and chamber music played
by Landis Baker, piano,
Miriam Oppelt,' violin, and
Robert Oppelt, viola, on
Sunday, January l$th at
Walnut HalL Music of Corelli, Brahms* Schubert and
Bloch will be played.
/

Attention Seniors
Now is the time to register with
the College Placement Bureau!
The bureau.keeps a record filed
of all the seniors and graduates
who register. The information they
keep includes name, major subjects, credit hours, and three references. You do not have to be.
trained for teaching to register.
Even those of you who already
have jobs" awaiting you upon graduation should register with the
B
^%lacement Bureau is located in Room 1 of the Administration Building.

When the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools held its meeting: in Louisville in December Eastern was told
that the college did not spend enough money for instruction and
fOi- the library last) year. The college reported that.it had spent only
$328.00 per student for, instruction, whereas the standards of the
Association require an expenditure of $350.00 a student.
There has been considerable
for 1958-59 to correct this demisunderstanding on the campus
ficiency and that the college
and out in the State concerning
expects to meet the standards
the meaning of this report by the
in full on its next report."
Southern Association. Some of our
President O'Donnell states that
students wrote to Dr. Gordon W. Eastern just'didn't have enough
Sweet, executive secretary of the money in 1957-58 to meet the standcommission on Colleges and Uni- ards which require an expenditure
versities of the Southern Associa- of $350.00 a student. The college's
tion, to inquire what the action financial support had not kept
of the Association means so far pace with Uie rapid increase in enas Eastern's accreditation by the rollment. This is emphasized by
Association is concerned. In the the fact that Eastern's enrollment
way of a reply to that question, had grown from 1690 in the fall'
Dr. Sweet wrote President O'Don- of 1954 to 2715 in the fall of 1057
nell on December 22 as follows:
and to 2817 in the fall of 1958.
"For the benefit of your stuThe college is now meeting fully
dents and faculty we are
the standards of the Association
anxious to clarify the signifiand has budgeted more than
cance of the action by the
$380.00 per student for instruction
Southern Association of Colduring the current year. This inleges and Secondary Schools at
crease was made possible by an
the annual meeting regarding
increase of $204,000 in the State
Eastern Kentucky State Colappropriation which was approved
lege. The college will be listed
by Governor Chandler and the
in 1969 with an asterisk which
General Assembly last January. .
indicates that it is not meeting
Eastern will also spend (30.00 a
one or more standards of the
student for the library during the
Association.
present academic year. Last ^year
considerable money was spent to
"This action by the Associaredecorate the library and to imtion does not change the acprove the lighting and the equipcredited status of the college.
ment in the reading and reference
The college continues to hold
rooms, but the college did not get
full accreditation by and memany credit for these expenditures
bership in the Association.
so far as the library is concerned.
"In certain standards, there,
Students and friends of the colare quantitative requirements.
lege can be assured' that Eastern
There ate minimums set for
is now meeting fully the standards
Institutional expenditures per
o#. the Southern Association and
student in instruction and in
that it will continue to hold full
the library, hi this regard,
accreditation by and membership
Eastern Kentucky State fell bein the Association.
low the standard in 1957-58. It
It Is almost impossible to overis understood that sufficient
take false rumors but It is to be
funds have now been budgeted
hoped that Dr. Sweet's letter wfll
be a satisfactory explanation to
*
any person who prefers truth to
falsehood - concerning Eastern's
membership and accreditation In
the Southern Association.

Anyone For
Ping-Pong

Singers Frances Archer and
Beverly Gile

Hear International
Songs and Ballads

February 19, 1959, in the Brock
Auitorium, the Community Concert series will present Frances
Archer soprano and Beverly Gile
contralto, who 'excel in the field
^na's father, the "commander", of folk music^from every part of

both—take your choice-^who has artists complement eacn otner to
become
"> *>»* **» Ws abode Perfection musically and toterpre** heaven that he is now seeking lively Their second highly sue- ^
Permanent residence in the neth* cessful United States concert tour
regions, as being more congenial during 1957-58 took them to over
to his temnerarnent and tastes
ninety-five key cities throughout
toMs to^rament"J JS^L. the United States and Canada, and
S
e
J^ m™ bXmeaeer conversation they captivated both audience and
PSSLSmtS SET be- critics aUke during a recent encome a convenient vehKe tor the fif8em3e,MeScothcitya,aCe * ""*
exuberant and far-ranging philoss- Arts in Mexico City
Phical speculations of the philosAlways on Uie lookout for new
opher-dramatist author.
songs to add to their already exMr
- Jonn Caldwell, director of tensive repertoire, Frances Archer
the University of Louisville thea- and Beverly Gile (who also plays
ter, and his technical director will the guitar) have introduced many
be
present at dress rehearsal on folk songs which have been given
February 8, for the purpose of to them by such musical notables
selecting one of the casts to be as Jarmila Novotna, Lauritz Meltaken to Louisville for a matinee choir, Eva Gulthler and Molly
or night performance on February Picon.
14. In return, the University of
Threy have also become widely
Louisville will present "Richard known through national television
HI" at Eastern, March 3.
appearances and their recording
Much is in store for Eastern for Disneyland,
students next semester as the LitWith their good looks, charming
tie Theater Club presents two stage presence, original musical
musicals, "Down in the Valley". arrangements and lovely voices,
^ad "Trial By Jury", February*•-.-.^tees Archer and Beverlv Gile
25 and 26; "Winterset", March 30, present delightful and memorable
31, and April 1; and the final pro- evenings in the concert hall.
duction of the year, "The CruciThe public is invited. Students
ble" on May 11, 12, 13.
admitted with I.D. cards.

The annual ping-pong tournament will be held beginning Monday, January ^9. It is being
sponsored jointly by the Eastern
Progress and Kyma Club. Dr.
Harry Zimmack will be the faculty ^sponsor.
• •
There will be five divisions: 1.
Women's singles, 2. Men's singles,
3. Women's doubles, 4. Men's doublea, and 5. Mixed doubles. There
is a twenty-five cent entrance fee
per person per match. Trophies
will be awarded to the winners In
each division. Those interested in
entering the ping-pong tournament
should see Delia Warren or Tomm
y Logsdon.
Last year the tournament was
very successful. We sincerely
hope that this one will be bigger
and better than ever befora.

Housing Situation
More About The
O'Donnell Hall
Work on O'Donnell Hall, the new
dormitory for 200 men, is now
practically completed and it is expected that the dormitory will be
accepted and approved by . the
state after the inspection which
is scheduled for January 22.
Two hundred men have already
been assigned to the new dormitory. It is hoped that the number
of men living in the other dormitories can be reduced to two to
a room except In cases where students prefer to live three to a
room in order to reduce expenses.

Joe Hughes, Rita Mills, Ralph Mills, and Briar Clark rehearse as
the student cast for "Don Juan In Hell".
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Barry Pidcock
M«*» *****
*f*» ■*■
Setting off firecrackers is illeg£**%£?. al in Kentucky; eetting dff fire«
***£***!. crackers .is doubly illegal in college dormitories. TheTe is .good
reason (for "the rules in -both NW.
Art Editor
The State Legislature outlawed
Mr Mountz
Fac.uUy
- Sponsor
-firecrackers because they are
NPWR Staff- RalDh Mills, Jean Patterson, Mary .Reynolds! Lovve, Rita dangerous.
ThoaeandSMOf .(people
Jones Bill Frew. Robert Harmony. Don .Whitaker, Tommy ,„« n©w?blind.or crippled ibeeause
Jones! David Adams. Elizabeth Shaw.
they «^JJ^?^ ',to

^Tsr9^

:

zzrizsTSC

Feature Staff: Skip Gregory. Phyllis ^"•J5^^^1^^^"ham, Jane Norris, "Nancy ■Morgan, M. McOrath, «Wllma John
son, Alex Alexander, Arthur live.
#.
-. ,J »
i -J T„^-» « -wiuianM
Sports Staff: Gerald X-insford JamesrJMWUiaii*.
Photographic Staff: Bill Booth, Ken Shelley
.Kentucky Peat
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Richmond, .Kentucky wet
Office.
'

College Admintetmtions .outlaw^ ji,^,^^ ^ee9m^ thBy ,&ia.
trying do
turb j^opte 'Who are
smdy. People-vwho break "this rule
are '^^^ imeowitterate. and
misdirected. -!They «lioker as
^^ ^ ^ .**mm *■»»■*
their imaginary enemy {authority
in aByitB»ro>; ae^aally the «»Wy

The
Oefiqhtfcd
Art of Passing The 9mek
A***:.
~r*
^*r^
*"*V •
Larvelv >B*aaMW <of 9h<
m

Want 4© go on .a wild -goose *haae? >*Aalr a Hunking ef tfs**W <«*aje9tttas ™«
college student why *e*s not mmmg***'******-'* SJSSS ofS £S?2S
orilia bad start the first stinking' week. — »
—
*- *uies.
*S.ashman 4n his first stinking week wh^ *^ Jbey,,haehfixed: -didn't dhey.
not .doing so well ft didn't study enough in that two ait
high sdhooi:"
Ask a two btthigh'school student why he's not study-'
'
ing.<*t's air'Greek to me. I didn't get much background in
that lcrummy grade school."
••
»
Ask a crummy grade school student why he isn't rgetting rtudi background: *Aw, *he 'lousy teacher's Hlways
Eastern, representative of an inpicking on me?':

Ask the 4ousy teacher Why >she's always picking on ^SSSSSSZ ■!£*?$+££
him Tn'n nWlllTr causing trouble. His negligent parents linders
this
To ^
extent,
him. • aie-S-.www* ««"|>«M5 «
-"_
vf«,,iti«niiiiie' -has served us well
didrit even teach him -basic manners:
^has ke^uHn our toes, and it
JMV his negligent parents why they JuWt even teaCh has iwn..a. source Of possible imASK nis JiagMgwH. .KB
J
17LT .
—-J TT^
*_
^
himbasicmanners. «He's«s*lways been a Bttteterror-wmlld *roT«™e^
ypr
fa^t.
ne«er fasten to anything ^we said."
,mder8 who' are more concerned
uc.vci w«'i w ~v
»
»»^«u4„„ MtlU»a utudi>nt^ «,ith making «n imnression or with
"Ask the Uttle terror (now a flunking *""£«**"*» .wamtnfT-K %aPS?S
whvhe«iewr listened to his negligent ^parents. "Damned if .^ a% ^^ offc*^ conatmcI know they just
'never Jiad anything important to Bay tivey criticUm.
■
D
l Know, XMFJ J» *.
in mind
that
w
ahould keep
keeD in
mmd that
We
should
me.
■ Eastern has enjoyed and wilj conto me."
Want to JEO on with this mitrid (Wild geese Chase -or tmUe to enjoy tan enviable -s^puta
. ',
^JTn^tU^rf Dnr instance ask a tVJHCal College tion as an .inetWution «of >higher
shatt we atart Woth^^^R^a"^K^J^J^Chances 1«™1W- Thia^ptUatton has been
professor why our standards ^e^^wly^pping. ^"»"^ earnediby lhatri>mqtk and eanstent
are if rhe hasd't read' thi»*artteie, helll send jaUWWWi;. €valua|fcm. Gourees have ehanged
chase similar to theionewe just had. (!»eAaiW'-friimis am coptemt ami -^Pjygg^# ^^h^l«rf,d aAiefiiwes-)
■'■..-'
Teache»!haye*lleag^d^gpet«on
few of thejolorfmaavjecawes-;
_
.
. and ihlhanphy^ :fluida«ts_*a.ve
u ^. '

BUCk paseefs are a decetf'^ |>read. tt.vw>%-k..<W3wwy»>l iW!.auaiWH
^■"~

• ' .*.

\\K »J(>/R»C
k

Urry Kimrr and Mike -MoGrapp

-•

' "A rolling atone gathers :no moss." This quotation has much
meaning—unfortuaajbely ,it has absolutely nothing to do with this
column.
During the past -yaar (19*8) we hare «pn -aay-days Tg.
^^ave seen Monday^ Tues^^^aj* *tc. One Saturday
^whrhs drinking a aundae with his girl "Friday fthey were) Thursday),
Pete Tuesday realised ha had 4u> monday in his wmHet. Pete spoke.
•*Wedneadayguy eomes fo' de monday to pay fo'-«e sundae, 1. WlU
tell .him that he May fclarehto tharesh register where I will.Spring
.a kntfe.on.him.-We win nu Hike an -intoxiaated June bug." ^
make :a.tong story *hort( erime does not P^- ^te was Wjjwj
convicted in Los Angeles superior -eourt in ahd for the county «
i*« Angeh*. f«ey. 4is eourtL something like Joe Friday.; <fe*£t
it??) Be was cedhad-i^umweUdoneiin^he electric «hair on A«rU
Foot's Day. This, for Pete, turned outj to he a Fry-day.
D-^J-,*.—. #<vpredictions
fo» IMO.
1969:
•
^jtght more inhabitants of Memorial Hall will gallantly .give
their lives so that the bedbugs might hve.
General MacArthur "Shall Return" (Johnny Stomaanato Won't)
Woaart will be appointed a Kentuoky Colonel,
Rieky 'Nelson will come out with a roak and -aoll recording of
The War «pangled Banner.
;A disease will be discovered which Ike i« mot affliotodvwith.
waiter O'Malley will move the Los. Angeles.Bedgereto Fair^_.AJ,,*W*«
•/'
V*^v:

■ "•-. A*-.—..

ne ito the -point
* "««|J0y- Chandfer «•# •proclaim fWot.^w^afteiholM^jhjf-lNd. *-^
There are tor fourth'aiuiiwewary of Pike County Wrd Watcher Aaaoeiasian' (»g*an
t flBaatam-Who idivfsion). July 7—nineteenth annivarsary "of Custer's l-aat • Stand.
(Meringue Custer. after 13 unsuccessful attempts at operating fruit
imt they are attending*»^t^Wh^j^. stands on *J S. -25, finally gave i«, up).
ZntlJSS^L^mTZ
Eisenhower will vhit
visit *
WhU* House.
Dulles will visit United States. •
their olw^^aw««-»ten. ^hia euc-Benson will visit CHd^MeDonaM's Farm.
Ce»s haa .been ^wad over and
Andy Divine will sell 30 elightljMised hula hoops to Jaokie Oleason.
»e^llutlVjM «om .whodls ai»d mClodism will saach .a .new\-Wgh in 19S9.
dustry b«ars <aut ithe auaaeas.'of
<teace Metaliious will eanaor the Encyclopedia Brittaniaa.
li^mrtnxH'B educational
■ ilium fcsWfi.nl ^program.
nrrnrrom
Eastern's
Steve Allen will be held) up by* Maverick o» his way to a guest
With Tail'-sineevtty, I aay "to our appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show.
students that there is an unwarranted lack of pride and reapect
Kelly Coleman will transfer to Madison-Model.
for the school which you are atGrill coffee.will .outsell Coca-Cola .7-1. CJn Outer Mongolia).
tending. This ,pride and respect
Thorn McAn will die of athlete's foot.
would make you even better atu"Macbeth-" will be made into a :Mr. Magoo cartoon.
- dents, it would also make Eastern an even better,place to secure
RESOLUTIONS FOR 1959

».» j^-™ — -—
Buck ipsaiug tea delightful J*t, but .it's sapping the
strength of Ihe -nation. When someow tnesto dunap^n
yonr iap the crtopaneikMidy that -rigMCaUy belongs «o y«i,
the natural m*ge is tw hand it to someone else. Iiet* reatst
'What should someoae etee have done abcait itrwhen he had
LI.
1.
-»» nut rather let?s ask (the pertinent iquestlan
the
chance?'
— /
■
■ .i MIS

''What can I do now with-What 1 have to work with?"

LiTTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

f

ea Cati0n

°

'

<Reeolved by the atooents of 'Eastern; «that they Will stop ault.
casing (except onfrweehends).
. .
_;._
«wolved by John -Wayne: that ;h© will-step playing Temanoe
roles and begin playing character, parts such aa Clark -Gable's stepfather.

SuHcasing Still?

Yes, even -in 1987,' Eaatern had
•Resolved by Lady Oodiva: to stop shoplifting) at the panty counsuitcases! And -it was a much
•discaseed eohject -on campus and ter in Penney's.
,in the PROGRESS.
Resolved by the authors of this column: ito cease complaining
"Down with'suitcaaers!" was as
t
■rtlften sung out to handle-holders about our typesetter. (T*at miserable. ...!!!)
then as 'it is today. From the way
Resolved by «Art Linkletter: to j»r6ve Uuit people arept's jwnny.
ahe writers penned their articles,
Resolved by Fidel Castro: to use Gillette- blue-blades.
fis • trouble had gone <on since
Resolved by Cortfucius: to, watch his language.
astern's beginning and probably
Dissolved by water; Bayer -aspirin.
will continue <in the future.
Resolved by Cecil B., DeMlIle: to do .the life story of John DillI An article in .the .December— inger with an Egyptian background.
t937—issue of rFROGKBSS eave
ithe comments .of several- students
■•an the situation and- theif suggested remedies.
■ . •-■
The mew «tgcffi limiting speed) ton our campus were cerThe *ery.aame solutions were
thought of then-^ar example, hav- tainly needed, and are definitely welcome.
ing weekends crammed -with - ac•11^118^-to - tempt'-«ven .the- aUengHowever, -aa an -Observipg **Udetit pointed out'to me,

Again?

■&iZ^.2A''l£&
4o art-ihjoate.jhiaoissjtos.at aaeh
other auch wonoeatui ideas.

.

here ^!**%/tt£i ^

1

EDl#.JbB|aaTediaa«W«4l^f4^ ». fe jac^^poasiMfr'that the sjga jaaterds angaateBn
I ask, ^Wko taught *im to pronounce UmwTV*
Could something be done about this?

r»'

^

—
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Good
Samaritans

faty Skip Gregory

Once upon a time two Rats named Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie
Parker weM swinging down the avenue, . . They passed a joint that
As everyone knows, on Decem.
didn't exactly swing; in their key. . . As a matter of fart th» «n
ber 18, the fire in the stadium de*
f
caned traditional sounds were teSble. . . Tlfe 2£l & Xdfl£ JroyS S^Vtl^bJSS
message* "g^*^ **?*«*«. "**»* to try to gel, the ffl^^b^vS^K °
message. . . rne music obviously made by amateurs was lacking
Since the school had no insurto say the least. . . Each mistake that was made brought) Diz to ance that would cover the lostconcentration. . . He found some appeal in the discord he heard. . . articles, several groups donated
when he went back to his axe a new sound was heard. . , It was that money, services, and merchandise
of bebop.
.
*
to them to help cover the loss.
Dia and Yardbird started play- at him, started clapping his hands,
The boys, Larry Wetenkamp,
ing and soon a new era in sound *"<* yelled, "Go, man, go."
Ted Onbest, Allen Leforce, Angus
began. . . The Weirdies were on
For the music lover there is a Begley, Bob Smith; Shirty Souththe scene making cool licks and combo at Speck's on Wednesday worth^ and Dan Benett received a
all that jazz. . . The beret goatee Wtes. I'm sure you'll find it total of $193.25 from various orand ah- of intellectuality were "worth two bits.
ganisations on campus: Three
also in. . . The cool one was inFor the rock and roll addicts, cleaners jn town, Modern Dry
vented, and Greenwich Village Little Ems and the Table Toppers Cleaners, One-hour Martinizing,
painters had to move over for the have/
a new disk out that seems and Madison Laundry took care of
swingers,
}°'*>e doing Well around Lex. It's1 the clothes saved.
aby in Blue
Not only were the sounds and ,"?
"• <h-°°Py-drawers, - The other merchants who helped
1-1 u.
and
attire unique but so was the wit ,
H*-** Silver" on the flip, it are Wayman's Bargain Store, Paul
a
Its on
a
these kats displayed. . . An ex- la *"*** fea
Klondike Jett's, Chenaulfs, Stockton's Pharample is the epic Diz used to tell, , °T •"*
tures Elvis Presley's many, J. C. Penny, Ellis Jewelers,
when he and his were strolling Suttar P'ayer.
Speck's, and Salyer Chevrolet,
back after a flick. . . They de/ „
«_.
_
/
cided to short cut through an
*' •■..•.1».-.
. S»
alley and as they did an alley oat
knocked the. lid off a garbage
can. . .As the lid clattered down
the alley, Diz looked into his
-«, •
by Skip Gregory
darling's eyes and said, "Listen,
honey, they're playing our song,"
This is the day and. age of the prophetic personality; the knowand so the bop joke was invented, "-all average American. It seems that people, in general are at the
; V P* #£? ifSuPP0**1 t0 "Jd ot lhe rainbow of wisdom. They need no explanation for differtypify how little things mean so ences, they need no- answers because their ability to improvise! lends
much to a young couple in love, them the satisfying end;
-"~n.rrT
I believe these cool ones de_
.
--—
-I..J. „
«.___ ,
_, ,
reMll,d
a
fewni hanging in a tree in front of Reark has the follow-'
cided that the subtile joke was People seem to be so "beat"
'
change m opinion is.
1
actually a 'piwuw and w— mall) hung
not appreciated and as a result that they don't want to take time "a** impossible.
lug stpu
R
t
8
5 SM
more obvious jokes appeared:
to reason. The trend seems to
A few examples of this guilt by "^ ***• ^J*
*"'
**"
»
**'^*
'
* 3W °*" B5*SS!!_?^£l Thl*
"Two cool ones were standing, mold all the answers. Exceptions assumption could be as follows- if "**»»*• t"*-*4 pM-"" Jam 10«< 19W-OW the campus, oSIT—it>sa>. Msntaicky
on a corner decked in white rim- are extinct. The 51 per cent, the you take-a drink, you,are a drunk- Strte.G-*-** 1^-MNwi.ww, BIU l*»es, Larry Pwn«r, Kanmed sun glasses, berets, and majority, is all important. This if you'don't speak against a raoe' daU'MMls, H** »>ew, Oarf Coeke, Roger Teiman, HareMMaW Tammy
swinging the traditional key tends to make us bigoted. W* creed, or nationality, you. must love Gen** Kvwnnth. Comb*, Joe Barnett, Dton (Hies and Hairy Campbell,
fchain*. . . Ail of. a sudden-one of take the "right" answers for, themr ifr you're-net for, then, you
them started having the com- granted when many times the must be against.
w. Many,
Many times a
vulsions ot an. epileptic. . . As he answers aren't right at all. A person can __»
be liberal anrt
and nttk
not h*
be
m "Ma
MM m
f MTM" ' ' "
•'•">
lay on the sidewalk jerking, foam- person is guilty until he is proven over-indulgent,
'Z'!X%
ing at the mouth, his friend looked innocent and once the verdict is? The old) adage "birds of a feathI
er flock together" could be compared to our gqilt by jussumptioe~*m*, your roomie have a pet brontosaurus? ©o you
1 once drank-. cofTee every morn- have* sleeping .sickness? Does the- clown across the hall,
ing, before work, witht a. fellow- I.
midnight concertos on a three-string guitar every
didn't knew, very wen,, but seemed play
a; nice guy.' The town was fairty night? EJM> yob spend: $8&00 a- week on food? Do you find
II seems that December and January are the-months for em- sn^a11' Md<J wondered why. E had* your clamed interfere"*with- your college life? Dtr you gd

I nimk

.

•

■

The Opposite Sex

: 1

would Be unpessibte to mention) SSSi haven't hearTenough 8f?toh ^^LaGrange; My Mends 1* W don't get shoofc. Yoil'w just an average Bastern
iwU'lapn jtui •;? •»";.-»«r-ii •»&*•
gWMpryety.-but here is a representative number: Jerry BiwihanV SffiSSr ^ifXJ1-?J^-"**? stud«»*'»
Sweet grandpat, I haveajt bepn ;POr e*ampVe/ my* speech teacher
Susie Phelps, Kayce McConnell, Mary Lou Virgin, Helen Shaw, Pat haTsfc^ '
r I
Vencill; Mary Giles, Betty Wieferhig, Jby May,' Janice Pinkstom". £La'fSJSL "wST'diL^lfil ""*'
me around the campus long, myself, can hardly talk. I guess-he's got
Svlvia
iHom. n*««r.
m««iih..«, t*»**„
Sylvia TYnnv
Tracy, Jn
Jan Adams.
Geneva /Blackburn/
B^y McGat—
McGaughey; and duTTnow my coffee drinking but I'm beginning-to take every- a good voice, but when, he opens
y Wallace;
W;
Sharon Frailer, Shirley Jacobs, Jo Ann Hollie,' and Ruby
KSmOaSSd I too Z rStef
thjng; in stride. Some- really hie- mouth, nothing happens,, Ons
so if any of you fellow* had your eye on one of theVgals. you TlS
people
?o
not
disscrewy
things go on around thl?, ot my friends told me 'the poor
Many times people do not dished better start looking in another direction. It does seem, as though social an accoKI the vices S place. As one- famous geography devil has trouble with his vowels,
They've got • this one chib on
you are out of| style if you aren't wearing a diamond,. girls'/
a person, but an account of their teacher- once said, "Around this
Some of. our more daring people decided to include marriage as virtues'"' For Txampie"^ A crap plaee vou «°*ta beorazy or else carapm. called the R. O. T-, C, I
a.highlight to the Christmas season. Some of these couples are Jan- shooter likes art A minister likes y°u'a B° nuts!"
,
think U is an armed revolt against
ice Pritchard and Teddy Hatfield, Donnie McQueen and Betty Mar- art; They meet in an art gallery
Take last night for Instance— the ft T- A" (A,tnerlc*h Tall6r
«n, Shirley Southworth and Millie Garrison, Ray Gravett and Dar- and become friends. Does this thto» raving maniac came numing Association*. AH of thaw wear
lene Johnson, and Charles (Hambonef Brown and Joyce Watson.
mean that the good preaoher has into the grille screaming that heV'8"*/*^ "Sv* »UjntUna;1.liniforma
CoHege appears to offer more than just classes, after all. It has taken up-the spotted bones,'or does Adolph Hitler. After, close: quesi and f?. around pointing guns at
another asset in that it. includes all stypes ef coeds from, which to,! it.mean<"
r
hoosBrwJVno.«.y» if jaw "'fx a»b?"^anAj^ ♦--/ork aOr" ^~h seKi=? ^-^ ■ *>,.,
'"'iuatidn. *ndiftyouWa»ban edus^*'-»-^irst, go to cellege? I saw nefflfeiw..™ „,„„«,„
^-^-.^ *-«—.-j». ^___.
go to college and kill, two-birds-with one stone. That's the way n«* always sigrtflcant as-far as Ing a stfll in the•'-bMqr of^B»ck= ^omraiaSi^i'*
f
ui81^
things seem to be working out. Yes, college does have a lot to offarj riSM and wrong are concerned, ham HalL (He's gone, but the •Arms^,- T^,w8. #£*.-*"?"/• ; ^5
Voomie's *four" feetr three and
Seriously, I wish ^nuch happiness.to the newl.yweds and to the W"!' should we assume anything sttH remains!)
is. right, especially when a" mi*
The feSohers are all" fttirly good WeIfc
**hs ^^ P«undB: "' •' ■ i~•■ Jr.
newly-engaged. Good luck to the few remaining single ones! also.
take in judgment:costs someone a Joes,, but I must admit that Bbme
***«» .like, there's- another
great deal, so think, man, think, of them, have"-then* weird quirks. 'actiqn on campus tbRt.tteems td
T—
'■
—
...
■
be frequently ostracized ' even
though they-are a majority group.
They are called the suiteasers, and
the only time they own up to it
is when they're caught on Fric&y
PHONE 9118
loaded down- with baggage. Even
then some of them say, "Oh, this
is the first time I've gone home
Corner of Main & Second
all year." This is usually true.,
NEXT TO MAOISON THEATER
Madison County is also a/ Japanase
colony. Afkte?; hoursi 0f rdeep, concentralion, I' believe I have "J»it
upon a plan which will prevent
Eastern Kentucky State College
(Next to Begley's Drug)
•from ever having another suttRICHMONDS ONLY CUT RATE JEWELRY —
caser. Simply change the najne
SELLING ONLY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MDSE.
of the school.
t
A friend of mine wac complain*
SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
Ing about a bad ease of insomnia
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
' PHONE 1266
he had come down with. He telkj
me it's getting so bad that he's"
even having a hard time fallfcig^
asleep in class.
/ —
r, .:
STARTS
Seriously, though, there are
really some good courses here^at
1 MAIN ST.
Eastern. I heard about a course
RICHMOND,
KY.
, M<
-•■■
in mental hygiene that is really
interesting. It lasts for one semester or a whole year in case you've-*got a particularly dirty mind. * ,'
This is a great place to go to
school, but the grass always looks
greener on the other side of the
fence. Besides, this.is a BLUE
GRASS STATE. To those of you
who gripe about suitcasers, gripe
about the cafeteria, and gripe
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
about everything in general—sjhut
up! You can joke about it all you
PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
want, but complaining is usually
For fast, dependable, courteous service—oil changes—motor tune useless. Get in-the swing of things,
ups—lubrication—car washes—car accessories—7 days a week.
Jack, become accepted — become
insane!
«

GREEN'S BARBER SHOP

■

MAD.SOI* PARSER
SHOP

KESSLER'S

I -

I*

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD

MAD 13 UN

FRIDAY!

a.

STOCKER'S SECOND STREET
SERVICE STATION

VofeE i

I9VNMIIIAOIC

TQehntcoior*
A M0XMSB9BC fDQOUCTKM

A

coumm rx\<m

KERW1N MATHEWS
KAMN GRANT

,wmm.

janTwioo

WE GIYE TOP V#4UE STAMPS!

WE APPRECIATE COLLEGE PATRONAGE!

Phone 123

Herman R. Srocker And Sons

■k

Shocking though it may seem,
99 per cent 6f the children irho
entered- school for the first time
this year were illiterate.
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Maroons Make Strong Bid
For OVC Championship

With six wins and four losses under their belts, the Eastern
Maroons are making a strong: bid for the OVC championship. The
■ following- accounts of games are proof that the team seemsi to have
what it takes.
Eastern 80, Bellarmlne 73
cill, who had scored with a jump
Led by Dale Moore, Larry Wood shot eight seconds from the end
and Bruce Springate, the Eastern to pare the margin to 69-68, had
Maroons ground out an 80-73 de- promptly got the ball back and
cision over a hot-shooting Bellar- had started his leap for a driving
mine College quintet on December layup. A Dayton player appar15 to rack up their third win of ently hit him, but no foul was callthe season.
ed and an instant later the buzzer
Eastern built up a 29-13 lead on sounded."
.
«•
the brilliant jump shooting of
In spite of the "inept" officials,
Moore and driving layups by Wood the Maroons gallantly fought back
with ten minutes to go m* the first time after time throughout the sechalf, and with Springate and ond half, tying the game up four
Moore controlling the backboards, times and taking the lead oh two
maintained a comfortable 12 to 14- occasions. Wierwille and Uppoint margin over the talented church put Eastern on top 62-61
Knights until with 15 seconds show- with less than 3 minutes to go, but
•ing on the clock, Joe Reibel, 5-11 two fouls were called on the MaBellarmine guard, hit a jump shot roons that enabled Dayton to go
from the corner to cut the margin out in front 64-62. A tip-in by Op■ to 11 points at halftime, 41-30.
church, who played a tremendous
The visitors came back strong game, tied it again with 2:12 rewith everybody hitting for Bellar- maining. Two more points by Upmine and they took the lead for church and two by Vencill pulled
the first time at 60-59 but Wood the Maroons within one at 69-68
with two quick buckets and Cole with 8 seconds to play when Venwith a push shot scon got it back cill intercepted a Dayton throw-in
before Montgomery and McLe- under the Eastern basket and was
more went to work again to give knocked to the floor as he got
the Knights a 70-67 lead with 4:17 his shot away, but, again quoting
left in the game. Springate and Ritter Collett: "Neither referee
Cole put Eastern on top 71-70 put any air in his whistle—and
then, and they were never headed thus concluded a sorry effort in
after that. Wood, who scored half which they let a good game deof his team's field goals the sec- teriorate."
ond half just as Moore had done _' . ■_' K __ _^— -fl
the first half, hit three—all of -Eastern 75, Western 76
them Tayups—in the final minute.
Eastern fans who followed the
With the exception of Moore and team to Bowling Green on Januar 3
Fiisti'rn 64 Lovola 50
y witnessed another courager
W
SSFJK'iSF&^ turning °us effort by tMp Maroons and
in the finest game of his career ***<> watched a t^at paformthe Maroons turned back' probably ««• °f the precedlng encounter
the finest team they've met this f» the HUltoppers came out on
year when they inflicted a 64-59 toPjbV °ne ^jn^ ^'I^/, - ,. tht>
beating on Loyola University of
TJie Maroons led throughout the
Chicago to hand the Rammers contest anywhere from SJjjJ
points until the final minutes.
their first loss of the season.
Ramblers
jumped
into
the
p"*™
outscored the Hultoppe.
The
arly in- the game and there *" «•" Soala 27 to 23, had t f
lead early
9:11 remaining in the first £%* « rebounds 50-41 and j
S when ^Sflied" iTup"at Bert Borrone w, otein the Be
14-14. The lead changed hands «W Oeen :newspaper. 'had
seven times in this half and the better clicking ,**»•«*
score was tied five times, the last better defense,
but the f
time at 25-25. with 2:36 left when «««. which is still in doubt,
Eastern made 9 quick points while »<*!in Easterns favor

EASTERN'S WIN OVER . .

UNDEFEATED LOYOLA!

were doing the* chores**- 'he Ma, 'wutfn^ .^iWff; ,£ «**•..,
roons. With 7:02 remaining I^J*1*""1*r'S™ ■ ^^l^?.
o*e-h--chav=d- E^frn'^ £point made both f^t* r^ins** tPf'
advantage to 3* when Wood got fhead W-73. Wood took t
two of them back on a beautiful "^ow-in and scored or,.a layu
tip-in. Loyola on another burst before the buzzer sounded
Th.
came within one point at 60-59 gg&»_«L«»JttT 5^1™
'
with 52 seconds to go, but it was gasket good and the official scor i
Larry Wood again on a fast break keeper (provWed by the hor
»
adding two more, and when the team) recorded it, as did the r
U
Ramblers missed their last at- keeping Eastern s book. An h
tempt, Vencill scored on a-Jast later, however, for reasons t,
break and that was the ball game, unknown to most observers, th
Eastern 64, Loyola 59.
°£'icial scorfkeePer 'nformf
Eastern 68, Dayton 69 .
W?1^ scorekeeper that th*
In one of their greatest efforts basket had been removed fror.
of the season, the Maroons were the record.
„,«,».
edged by one point 69-68 at the
hi keeping with the official basUniversity of Dayton in a game ketball rules, however, that the
that even partisan Dayton *fans soorebooks cannot be changed
were not happy about and are still after they are balanced at the
discussing. Headlines from the scorer's table when the game is
Dayton Journal Herald read: over and approved by the referee
"REFS TAKE 'HONORS' FROM the score in Easterns book
»
JOSEFCZYK" and following are remain 76-75.
*_,
excerpts from the report on the Eastern 101, East Tennessee 72
game by Ritter Collett, Sports EdiAfter the affair at Weste
„/
tor of the Journal Herald:
the Maroons took on confere
"You wouldn't exactly call Hank foe East Tennessee here on MonJosefczyk a lucky guy. On" the day, January 5, and uncorked
occasion of the most productive scoring attack that brought th
'. „
scoring night oT his career, a pair a walloping 101-72 victory. Eleve..
of inept officials provided the Eastern players got into the a"*
headlines as the Flyers nipped as McBrayer started pulling his
Eastern Kentucky 69-68." ,
regulars late in the first half, and
"The Dayton victory was mar- swept -the bench,
red by the fact that the game got
The Maroons held a commandalmost completely away from the ing 45-31 halftime lead and in a
men in the striped shirts and matter* of minutes after the beJosefczyk's 23-point performance ginning of the second period
became secondary when Eastern stretched it into a 25-point adsang the old "We Wuz Robbed" re- vantage at 60-35. They turned
frain with justification at the in some excellent defensive play
stormy finish."
during the early stages of the
"The one-point margin stood up second half, holding the Buccathrough a dramatic finish in which neers without a field goal for more
Eastern's Ray Vencill missed a than 8 minutes.
The starters
driving shot at the final buzzer on played little more than half the •
Which it appeared he was clobber- game but the inspired reserves
ed by Joe Kermelly. Whatever continued to build up the lead,
happened on the play, neither ref- Larry Redmond, who had seen
eree put any air in his whistle— only 9 minutes and 4 seconds of and thus concluded a. sorry effort action previously during the seain which they let a good game de- eon, played the entire 'second Falf
teriorate?."
plus a minute and 8 seconds in
. Joe Burns, sports writer for the the first - half, and turned in a
Dayton Daily News, wrote: "Ven- fine performance,
>
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KNOW YOUR TEAM
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by Larry Knarr
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Are referees going to be permitted to murder
the game of baseball? All evidence (circumstantial and otherwise) points to the fact that the game
may already be well on the way to the, dogs due
to incompetent officiating.
, We have seen some pretty rotten nefs in our
time; and have managed to accept them as a part
of the game. But this year's cropjs so outstanding in their ineptitude that they deserve to be
erucified in print if not in the flesh.
We first ran into a crummy reffing at Mar/Bhall. It was a good ball game for the first thirty
minutes. The Maroons were cruising along with
a nine point lead when Larry Wood, who had taken an unmerciful beating under the boards, went
high in the air to grab a rebound. Larry began
throwing elbows to rid himself of his tormentors.
Two Marshall players fell to the floor and, another
climbed aboard Larry's back. A foul was called
on the Marshall player. At this point the Marshall fans started booing the referees.
After this happened, the Maroons might just
as well have left the court. Statistics show that
Eastern got eighteen more rebounds than the herd
and thiity-two more shots from the field. This
proved that, they "were on the offense.the.greater
part of the time. It is well known that ninety
per cent of the fouls called in basketball are
against the defensive team, yet Marshall was
awarded seventeen more, three-throws than the
Maroons.
In the East Tennessee game-(a game which
we won by almost thirty points), we were called .
for sixteen fouls in the second half as compared
to eight called against East Tennessee. It stands
to reason that we were merely coasting along in
the second half and that there would be no logical
reason for us to commit six fouls—much less sixteen.
What happened up at Marshall? Why did the
referees suddenly decide that all bodily contact
from that point on was unquestionably caused by
players in maroon and white uniforms? The only
possible explanation is that the officials, suddenly
becoming aware of a bloodthirsty multitude of
partisan Marshall rooters surrounding them, lost
their nerve. These men apparently simultaneously
became afflicted with double pneumonia of the
feet and yellow-jaundice of the spinal column.
It is said by most observers o fthe game that
playing on your home floor is worth ten to fifteen
points. No wonder! It's, not enough to merely outplay a team on. their home court—you have to
outplay them by thirty, points if you want to win.
If the East Tennessee game was any example,
however, we might as well play all our games
away because they surely didn't help us much that
night.
• The classic of all poorly officiated contests
would have to be' the Eastern-Dayton game during
the holidays. The game was played at Dayton so
naturally the Flyers waltzed away with the win
(the biggest steal since Manhattan Island)! Officially Eastern lost by one point.
It was so pitiful that the Dayton television announcer came within inches of losing' his job. He
was no doubt a loyal Dayton rooter, but that didn't
stop him from committing a bit of treason by
making the fact known that Eastern was getting
swindled and swindled good. Dayton's three leading
sportswritar'- "ven took the trouble to-apologize to
Cfckefc-HPC^-'-/—* fiv4,._ ^cWfer-room after 'the
-• -

«■■---

-ty -—-_ *■ -

-

-*—»»■«

•»n

'
game. They should be commended" for the way
fc
they treated the game in the papers the next
M
morning—a flagrant mockery of the game of
basketball. And it was.
•
Jack Upchurch gained the somewhat dubious
distinction of committing a three-second violation
^■a
while in the Dayton backcourt. This is the only
^*
known instance of such an occurrence. Even Bill
*'i
Spivey, as long and drawn out as he was, failed
A
i
1HHP
to duplicate his feat.
i
i."^
And as far as making baskets long after the
whistle blows and having them count—this ridiculous thing occurred twice in the Dayton game.
Furthermore, Ray Vencill got knocked seven rows
M''
up in the stands as he.launched the shot with
about ten seconds left which would have assured
victor^ for the Maroons. The ref saw it, but he
Carl Cole
didn't even have the courtesy to look the other
way. Yet, no foul was called.
CARL COLE . . . Sophomore . . .
By the way, the AP story that went out about Guard ... 8-3 ... 190 .. . Cole
the Dayton game blaring "Coach loses game," was te one of the most highly prized
TSE£U££Z££2L SLfiSftJ***!!^ Prospects Eastern has ever had
Dayton player made the technical shot or not. In ^ause y, addition to being enthe confusion, nothing was entirely clear. Besides, dowed ' ^^ terriflc basketball
futer_,that incident, Eastern regained the lead. And ^bllltv and unmatched courage,
the,biggest question of all? Why take the credit ^ JJ* (highly intelligent ambiaway from the referees?
tioua atudent. . . A math' major,
The Western game was another instance he made the highest score in the
wherein the Maroons officially lost by one point, freshman class of some 700 on
Undeniably, the Eastern-Dayton game was the entrance examinations last year;
poorest officiated game in history. The Western he was the outstanding math stugame was surely one of the five poorest.
dent; in the ROTC he was awarded
Although, Ralph Crosthwaite is supposed to the medal for outstanding Jeaderbe one of the top shots in the country, hW showea *™P and scholarship for first year
brilliant skill in fouling and getting by with it ***n> and in tasketball he was the
Eye-witness reports say that the only time he waa: wtth
leading scorer
on the fresh team
n't hanging on one of Bernie Kotula's arms was
* 2*-1 average, and was sec-
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MAIN STREET
Next to Woolworth's
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Brace Springate
BRUCE SPRINGATE . . . Junior
Forward . ^ .' 6-5 . . . 175 . . .
Springate is a graduate of Western High School in Anderson
County where he scored 800 points
bis senior year for an average of
26 per contest. ... As a sophomore
for the Maroon* last year he
played In Iff tail games for an
average of 10 minutes each and
did.,a fine job. . . Bruce has been
in every game this year, and he
gets his hands on a lot of basketballs, comes up with his share of
rebounds, intercepted passes and
loose balls. . .At Marshall he
pulled off 12 rebounds in 13 min"£? °' ™"°«J"<? J^^J?!??
»#to the reason so far against

per
i^ySKSi
5*
TWS&S
™
XrasE^t^K
resemblance to both officials-and the official *
*
tempts from the field and added a
c nt

scorekeeper!) cashed in on thirteen free throws.
Poor Bernie was forced to leave the game on
fouls, and Crosthwaite was obliged to hold hands
with somebody else.
What's with some of these refs? It certainly
can't be attributed to defective eyesight or faulty
judgment-If this were the case, then the breaks
would even themselves up. No, these men are
fully aware of what is going on around them.
Fortunately, not all officials fall into this category. However, the good referees are just like
buffaloes—getting scarcer all the time. Such refs
as Tommy Bell, Big Jim Enright and) several others are a credit to the realm of officialdom, but
men of t§e|r calibre are becoming few and far

tiia

tree

—

tnrowS

freethrows for 15 points.'

"The Big Bail Wolf" didn't have a thing on
these jokers. Maybe" AT the' NCAA would give up
the futile job of trying to find out what school
Jack Upchurch
bought what flayer a free plane ticket and suspending them, and concentrate on recruiting a JackUpchurch . . . Sophomore,
Roland Welrwlllle
few decent referees, the problem would be solved. Forward . .'.6-1 .*• . 20oT. Vjack'RQLAND"wiERWILLE. . . SophoWe realize that it doesn't do much good to fa a "switch" player who is equal- more . . 6-5 ... 200 .. . Wiercry over spilled-milk. Just bear this in mind: If iy effective at guard or forward, wille did his high school playing
enough milk is spilled, there won't be any left to . . . His lack of height may be at Maderia in Cincinnati, and made
drink.
somewhat of a handicap at for- the ^JI-fity t«am1"his senior year.
%
As of January 3, Eastern was eleventh in the Ward but he has terrific timing ... He made four letters in basnation in rebounding with .585 recoveries and four- and can rebourid and score with ketball and fa quite a golfer, top.
teenth in, offense with 79.9 points per g:
Dale "the best of them. . . He,^vas the , ., . "A real .competitor," McMoore, averaging 25 points, was the'ndm
in leading rebounder un .the', frosh Brayer *sa*ys vc?M tvierwille,
"who
scorer in the country. --'-Vteam .last year with an average has that int*i™ 'jirf'^iirA ^njj de,. vf*12.6" recoveries uBf^Sfune and ^cmioatior ihatWill take 'hmi a
Was third in scoring with 12.7 long way,"-"" Heja' a terrific •■ repoints, per game in this depart- bounder, too, can hit the basket
_. .!„*«!.«_, ,
, m«nt.
,
with a qhe-hander from outside
M.2? victorious Comrades claimed
Upchurch was McBrayer's and really has the touch playing
three out of nine games in the choice to open the 8eagon at the in close. ,-.'In his Very first varsity
Women s Intramural Volleyball forward posftion opposite Moore competition. Against ViOda Ma-.
'nh-'^nri'incr nnmhinan~r> ,.,«.^ ^ h.e haa °°me through in fine -donna, he MM 10 rebounds and
N^L JE3L C*£2?ti?LZE? ty*' ■ At Miami h€ •eowd n 12 P0*0^ ^ W" minutes of
1>oints and had 12
n2F%JSSF* iSJ^JZr^Si
^o""^, and *ctk*F.. . 'He^ad 10 rebounds
to th
*™« a i„« 4^y ^ \ ^ teata
« Dayton and Louisville conr in the Rellarmlne game, and at
SSZ T,iSS MJESZ HUi^inL'
Particularly he gave terrific Dayton, he came through w*th 9
nSSL?1 S5 Marjwie Hill, SheUa performances. . . He is presently rebounds and 10 .points under ter«Sn^£fS ,
• »
«. the fourth leadin* 8Corer fOT the rtn* pressure. .
Eastern fans
nSA&T^jSSSJ!S\^ Maroons and second in rebound-will.be seeing a lot of Wierwille
SSTtSS gaSnes? °°mpet,n«- Bach H»h» the next tVo years.
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"THE COLONEL DRIVE-IN"
INC.
Big Hill Avenue, Richmond-, Kentucky
.

•■

FEATURING SMALL FRY PIZZA
if

11

TUESDAY, JAN, 20
SPECIAL!
•A KY, FRIED CHICKEN
French Fries or
Mashed Potatoes,
Biscuits and Gravy

79c
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. BROADDUS, JR and TONY SIDERIS

These girls played on the winning team of the Girls Intramural Volley Ball Team, (see »tory)
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Alumni News
Mrs. Samuel E. Deason, Jr., is
teaching the third grade at the
James Lane Allen Elementary
School in Lexington, Ky., this year.
Her husband is in school and they
live on the campus, Trailer E-l,
Veterans Village. She is the former Jane Varbfe, a member of the
class of 1956.
■»»>„ „„.„„.,, w T>-«-, „„.ito«
Mrs Kenneth W. Pmymte
from the University of Illinois that
they enjoy the Progress. Her husband was promoted this year to
Professor of Accountancy. He is
active in the American Accounting
Association and is chairman of the
Association's
„™^.«.w-.. - Committee on
— Ac—
counting Careers which prepared
and is distributing the pamphlet,
Young Eyes on Accounting. Dr.
Percy was graduated from Eastern
in 1942. He received his M.S. degree at the University of Ohio in
1946,'his CPA in 1952 and bis Ph.
D. in Accountancy from the University of Illinois in 1963.
Mrs. Perry, the former Shirley
Kimball, was also a member of
the class of 1942. 3he has been
working in the catalog department
of the University Library for the
past eight years. Their address
is 2008 Boudreau Drive, Urbana,
Illinois.

i
.'!

Mr. and Mrs. Romersa have a
son, John Chandler, 1%.
Dean W. J. Moore attended a
meeting of the Board' of Directors
0f the Kentucky Education Association at Louisville November 1,
and presided at a meeting of the
State Planning committee of
KAPEA (Kentucky Associated Programs in Educational Administratian), also at Louisville, November 2. Dr. Moore was elected
chairman of the commission on
Colleges of the Kentucky Association *of rjoiiegw Secondary and
Elementary Schools at Lexington,
October 24.
*
Mr. M. E. Mattox, college registrar, attended the meeting of the
State Association of CoUege Registrars at Lexington, October 23. He
..
»j2J^5*S»2Si22Sr«2?
the Veterans' Administration Ootober 22.
Dr. William G. Sprague, profes*
sor of phychology, addressed the
teachers of an educational workshop at Harlan, Kentucky, October 24.
r>r. R. E. Jaggers served as consultant to a State Supervisors' Conference at Cumberland Falls October 21-22.
'•—i
.

Whittle away,, whittle away,
whittle away—That is what had
been going an from September
to December on the rifle range.
Having started with 49 cadets
trying out for Eastern's ROTC
Rifle TSam, Sgt. Jouvre finally
whittled the team down^ to. 15 of
the beet shots. This- was done by
holding a series of matches between all cadets from the let
through the Cth of December.
The competition waa great and
the sweat was greater, but when
the shooting was-over the following cadets, having made the highest scores in the. match, were
MysCtea&&m9Ba)0rSOi the Eastern
ROTC Rifle Team: Cadets Charles
Byrd, Tom Turpin. Robert Tudor,
^ ^^ T>lrryl Br6wn> p^
Crump, Lloyd Smith, Kenneth
cresg, Larry Farmer, Frederick
Madden, Ralph Newman, Paul
Combest, Jinfmy Wesley( James
Highland and Donald Stivers.
As it was the first match of
the- '58-'59 season and the first
time that the ROTC Cadets had
eve*' fired against an Armed
Forces rifle team,. Eastern's ROTC
Rifle Team arrived at the Naval
Reserve Rifle Range in Lexington
with some doubt as to how good
a showing they would make firins- against the- Marines of the
61st Infantry Company, U. S.
Marine Corps Reserve,
It didnt take long, to remove
any doubt they might have had*
for the total scores of the first
five men of each team showed.
the Cadets, leading the Marines
by ltfr points. Then as the match
continued the Marines couWa't.
close the gap one point, in- fact,
the cadets added an additional 21
points to their lead With the final
score being: Cadets, 1,344; Mar
rinee, 1*221. Considering the fact
that most matches are won by. approximately 50 points, this* US
point victory was quite impressive.

Club News

On December 2, Renault Inn
—
was the scene of the Home- Eoonomics Club Christmas Banquet.
Miss Verane LsFuze, who was in
charge of the program, intrqduced
Mws Ellen Pugh, the speaker, who
is a former Training School
teacher. Miss Pugh has toured
the United States and much of
South America. He* topic was
"Christmas- ih Poetry arid Songs",
Martha Bullard, pianist, and Wllm* Durbin, SOBS; director, assisted
her with the program. «v» teachEffective December 1, Mr. Sam- ers, two guests, and forty-five
uel. S. Long, Jr., Lexington, Ky., members attended the-annual's*
will be transferred to,Texas as Di- <:feirv
rector of Marketing and MerchaO'
dising for-the General Telephone
Company of th* Southwest. Mr:
Lohg joined the company in IMS
as a tall line engineer and has
continued to receive promotions
since that time, in 1964 he was
named Vies' President of the Company. His-Texas address is 24TO
West Prmcetori St., P. O, Box
1001, San Angelo. He was a 1941

I-

*" "~'

why the
the '59

«w^~- -•

2nd Lt. B«W*^BlaJr of Hartal)
' > I ' *
ROOMIER BODY BY FISHES:
Ky., reported for* aiity^atPort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., on October
features wider seats and more
1%. Lt. Blair was atfmejnber.x>f.U)e.
luggage space. MM
1958 class. He is-In-the PmaSoe •W J
FINISH: keeps its shine without
School and writes r-he lias two in- "
waxing, for up to - three years.
siructors who are Eastern gradNEW BIGGER BRAKES: better
uates. They are Capt. Sidney Bart,
Qlrmes, Jr., Maysville,
Ky.,,«as»
.
».
pooled
with deeper drums, up to
/ille, Ky.., "
i? ltO, .^.d 1st UVBWrt D7 ....,,.;:,.'
- e^^^V.it^KKlWAD
Ramey, BJkhorn City, Ky.. class
^T«««. WINDSHIELD
«nr*riwPS»Fo».rL —
J
JGVRVED
and
oft 1956. Ramey received his probigger windowB—all of Safety
motion to 1st*Lt. "at Port Carson,
Plate Glass. SLIMLINE DESIGN:
Col., in January of tbis^yeari
fresh, fine and fashionable wth a
ILt. Blair,'s new address is 4482,
North Frahklin Road, Lawrence,
Ind.
, K ... * ...
4

t -•
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A communication from the Assistant Editor of The Instructor
states the December issue contains
a contributlori by Mr. Ollie James
Robertson, a member of the 1968
class. Mr. Robertson is an elementary teacher in Poplar Gnove
Schsofc Webbs'^ross Roads, Ky.
He hasSnatfe previous contributions
to the magazine, as well as tt> severa!', other publications.
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SPECIAL!
REGULAR $9.00
TAYLOR MADE

PORTRAIT
For Only 5.95
PHOTOS BY JIMMY TAYLOR
McGauhey Studio — N. Third— Phone 52
c

ONE HOUR CLEANERS

i

•

Featuring

"MARTrNIZING"
THE MOST-IN DRY CLEANING
All Sweaters Put in Plastic Bags
at No Extra Cost!
Campus Agent - Jerry Abner

3rd & Main

PASQU ALE'S
SPECIALIZE IN SPAGHETTI'
71c Plain
Bread Included

sTROMBdr — A mm
\H ITSHJ?.
PHONE 651
ACROSS PROM: KROGER'S

i
■;

*nt-( | -.** j

\if.r.»«- *■'-.

c.
;.

practical slant. HLTHRIFT 6:
up-to 10% more miles per gallon.
VIM-PACKED Vffi: eight to
choose from, wit* compression
ratios ranging up to 11.25 to 1.
FULL COIL SUSPENSION:
further- refined for a smoother,
steadier ride on any fend of road. ,.,

'

NOW-PROMPT DELIVERY!
Stepped-up shipments have
assured you. .a wide choice of
models and colors. We can promise1 prompt delivery—and it's an
idealtime to- buy!

V-

4i

*Onfi short drivet'and you'll Miotsv >|
the smart switcn *fe*to- ChoVy.
Gome, in and'be our; guest for a
pleasure test first chance you get.

Lt. Ralph C. Elliott (Air Weather
Officer) of Covington, Ky., enlisted .
in the USAP in 1851 after receiving his B.S. and M,A. degrees from
Eastern and has been serving in
that capacity since that time! He
is now stationed in • Wiesbaden,
Germany, as forecaster anil spent
the previous years at Prestwiefcy
Scotland. Mrs. Elliott was. the
former Jacquelyn Haynie. T h e"y ~
have three children, Sylvia, 5,
Laura, 4, and Mark, 2. 'Address:
Detachment 10, 18th Weather
Squadron, APO 638, New York,
N. Y.
ii ■

;

i

• •* *"*

)Mr. and Mis. James C. Robinsen have-accepted positions in Melbourne Beach, Fla., this year.
Joyce is teaching history in the
Junior High School and "Cotton"
is coaching basketball. Joyce received her A.B. degree in 1956 and
her M.A. this year. Cotton received both his B.S. and M.A. degrees this year. Their address is
General Delivery, Melbourne
Blftach.

v

Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Romersa's new address is 411 Cascadilla
S>., Ithaca, N. Y. Mr. Romersa
graduated from Eastern in
and the - following year reived his M.M.Ed, degree at
<Mvt
kwlin Conservatory,' Oberlin, O.
ce that time he has been Assistant Director of Bands at Cornell University.
iMrs.^Romersa, the former Peggy
Chandler, was graduated ih^lt».
The past year she has-been Bbmg
h»—uate work at Ithaca' College
j the past three years has taught
fc iaflM- music at Moravia
School, Moravia, N. Y.

The e-pasaenger Nomad and the Impalak-Door Sport Sedan.

. .now-see the wkter selection of models at your local authorized Chevrol^deajer'sl
^.
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Quotes Not Seen In Print

Examination
jfjtlCCTIIlC

w

m wr ttitotiy-vwrwT-mHiw
-THi imf T64 THICK J '

LUIGI'S PIZZA
.

r

•ne'E.^WAfN
- -J.

J

;.

American t Jtefcan Foods

k
v

No. (I)

LUIGIBURGER
French Fries,
vGa4eS»«w,;H&cDrirtk

If

The fall semester ends
Thursday January 29.
Classes will meet for examinations only beginning
Monday, January 26. Examinations should be given
the last. period in accordance with the following
schedule:
Monday, January 26 —
Classes meeting the 1st,
8rfl, '8th, :7th, and-9th pe-,
riods will nave eaminations
at the regular class period.
Tuesday, January 27 —
Classes meeting the 1st,
3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th periods will have examinations nit the regular class
period.
Wednesday, January 28 —'
Classes meeting t h .e -2nd»
4th, 6th, ami 8th periods
frill aave examinations at
the regular dass period.
Thursday, January 29 —;
Classes meeting the 2nd,
4th, 6th, and 8th .periods
wHl have examinations at
Thursday, January 29 —
Thursday night classes will
have examinations on this
the regular class period,
date.
Classes not clearly provided for in "the schedule
should be &**&* final exThe schedule of movies at
aminations <at the last pos- Schine's Madison is as follows :
January 16-20—•Seventh Voysible -date in compliance
age of Sinbad".
with the schedule.

SHOWIALK

65c

January fl-22—"lie and the
Coleiiel" and "She Played With

■

-

r

Director of Internal Revenuer "You can't squeeze blood out of
a turnip, . . but we try."
General DeGaulle: "As president of the 105«4 Republic. . ." "*
Terry Brennan: "Yes, sir, I want to apply for unemployment
insurance."
Debbie Reynolds. "But Eddy, think of the kids."
Happy Chandler: "Build me the road to go home, I'm tired and
I want to .go tot Versailles."
Batista: 'Were- today, gone-tamale."
Harry Truman: "Who says she can't sing?"
Brlggette Bardot: "I like Jell-O because. ..."
!
Scientist at Cape Canaveral: "5....4 ...3....3....1.... Blast-Off!
Oh
well, tomorrow's another day."
Mao Tse Tung: "What about the. price of eggs?"
. "Ehrfs ■Presley: "Is this where you re-enliat?"
Vikki Dugan: m isn't what's up front that counts!" \
•Hational -Safety Council: ."Drive safely, the bottle you break
may be your own."
•Distillery employee: "Hie."
John -Fleeter Dulles: "What time does the 10:55 plane leave for
London, Berlin, Paris, Geneva, Washington, etc.; etc. . . ."
Adolph Rupp: "Well, I can't take ail the credit, but.]} would
to say. . ."
Richmond street cleaner: "You wouldn't call this a one-horse
town if you :had my job."
Atlas missile: "Stop the world and let me off!"
U. S. Weather Bureau; "It's not whether you've right or wrong,
but bow you *play the game." . • '
Vi", e7
Co«oh of rheJBaltimdi* Colts: "Unites we siaod. . . .WHKT: "OOO
..*> ssosmpg!"
Ctaasles Starkweather: "Oeedbye, .eraei world."
Mikoyan: "Careful with them -«*?;!||ft*(in|) eggs!"
Sherman Adams: "I got my coat to-keep me warm.*"
American-Airlines -Spokesman: "You can't keep a good plane
•down."
Charles Goren: "Shut up and deal!"
Chiang «DH^hek: "Only « more shooting days 'til Christmas.'*
Winston GhurchlH: "What'■{ngland needs is a good 5 centicigar."
Marilyn Monroe: "Baseball 'doesn't interest me anymore." '
Sampson and Pearce: "Did you say lawsuit?"

(2)

Stea k Treat on Toasted
RyeBun, French fries

.

January .23-29 — "Some Came
Banning".
"Seventh Voyage of Sinbad" is
filmed . by the new process, dynamation. This process was invented • by 4Ray Haeryhausen and
makes the fantastic look fantas-

-

Cole Slaw, I Oc Drink

:■■

.

•

,

:.

tically real. It is an animature
story of a hero and a lovely
princess.
. . .J<Vt
"Mo and The COionei" .is -e* lively musical comedy. It state Denny
Kaye. Showing the same . same
evening is "Stoe Played -"With
FireT' which features ■•Artehe Dahl
and ;*WSt Hawkins.
J*
"Seme Came Running" , is., a
newly released movie stowing
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, and
Shirley McClaine. It was filmed
near here, in Madison, Indiana,
this .past summer. It .la the story
of a young soldier Who returns
to hfa- home town to find that he
is not accepted any mere.
■■

'

.■

■■ "'

■
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No. 13)

lew wonder drug cosmetic
restores young look

•- ,.

iONfiUBSSTendarWfh,
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No. (4)
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You can look younger. The evidence is* matter of
medical record - documented by doctors ana1 research scientists, universities, hospitals, clinks.
Helena Rubinstein's Ultra Feminme-the Itoatand
only wonder drug cosmetic containing both vital
"female hormones, estrogen and progesterone —
actually restores productivity of oil glands and enables cells deep in the skin layers to hoM maximum
moisture once again! Take advantage of the introductory offer - one jar vtfll convince you!

-

SPAGHETTI—-plain sauce
Meat Ball, Hot Italian
fl A A
Bread. Cole Slew,
*l
IIJ
10c Drink
■ »^P

,

No. m
-

..

Spaghetti-—Meat Sauce
Meat Ball, Hot Italian
Bread, Cola Slaw,
10c Drink

|\

1

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Because Helena Rubinstein believes that Ultra
Yeraiaine is her greatest cosmetic riMim—■■!,
eke makes tfeis introductory offer so that you may
discover for yourself that you can look younger.
One jar will convince you!

.

SATE 2°<>
Large size
60-Day Supply
Heg.5.S0sfee,

FREE DELIVERY
Pkone 2737

/

Drawing for Free $5.50 Meal Ticket each week.
■~*t:'

j ■ . 0B

(Eejr. punchase aovesLBQe)

i»*eEi»*w«N6 LOT m *E*R.
——

.-. i=.

BOLD AND
BEAUTIFUL
23-INCH
COVER-UP COAT
le Plaid

wwrw

phntnx
bhnUedTmeVnly

©€T YOURS TODAY AT
.i
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Weddings

6 "ROCK AND ROLL" ART?

Miss Joyce Marie Watson, graduate of 1969 class, became the
bride of Lt. Charles (Hambone)
Brown, graduate of 1958 class, at
4:30 o'clock, December 21, 1958.
The wedding took place at the
Ashland Avenue Baptist Church,
Lexington, Kentucky. Lt. Brown
is stationed with the United States
Army at Ft. Hood, Texas, where
Mrs. Brown will join him after the
completion of her senior year here
at Eastern.'

Is Rock 'N Roll art? If art must have the quality of perceiving and transcribing; the beautiful or aesthetical, in nature, then the
answer to this question is relative. Rock & Roll certainly has no
aesthetic qualities; therefore it is not art. I always thought that
music should be relaxing. If this is accepted as a valid criterion, then
rock & roll is not even music. Instead of relaxing the individual, I
have seen rock & roll send people into idiotic gyrations? which J, mistook for epileptic fits.
If art is the expression of one's
inward feeling toward his environment, then rock & roll is certainly
art. This form of music is characteristic of youth in the sense
that it conforms to no other type
of music—yet most rock A roll
songs are so similar to each othMr. Victor Venettozzi, of the
er that' it is hard to distinguish English department, served as a
between them. The younger gen- judge in Kentucky Intercollegiate
eration tries to be different, and Debate Tournament at Berea
yet in their efforts to be differ- Saturday, January 10'.
ent they are all alike. Rock &
Miss- Mary King -Burrier atHSL5SF
&HM
SK2S3tended
ofThe Home Ecorebellious attitude of this genera- nomics meeting
Council at Frankfort, Detion.
tember 12.
Many people claim that music
Mr. L. L. Woolum was at Danwas created when the Neanderthal
man" beat one stone against an- ville, January 9, to serve as conto the Boyle County Inother just for the enjoyment of sultant
Service Education Conference.
it. Rock & roll is quite similar to
Dr. D. T. Ferrell was consultant
this.- In view of this fact, reck
& roll must be considered art. for a meeting of Group I of AsYes, it is the most primitive form sociation of School Administra$f art that exists. It brings put tors -at the Seelbacti Hotel in
V>th the primitive and the *ni- Louisville, December 13. He attended a meeting of the Sub-Cominal instincts in men.
on Professional Preparaion
Stan Kenton once said that Any- mittee
at Louisville January 12.
one oven J5 years of age Who
The Industrial Arts Department
likes rock A roll has a serious was represented by Mr. Dale Patfren^ illness. He claims that it rick at an executive meeting of
Js for tho§e in the pre-adolescence tne Kentucky Industrial Educafetage.
.
' , „ .
t*on Association December 19.
[ I suppose that the mentally disDr. Henry G. Martin, director
turbed can have a form of art of the Training School, was in
to appreciate just like all other
groups of people.

FACULTY
FACTS

'*_.

:

RHINESMITH—HERBERT
Miss Betty Jane Rhinesmith,
Paris, Ky., second lieutenant in
the United States Air Force, became the bride of Donald L. Herbert of Williamsett, Mass., in a
ceremony Saturday afternoon, No-,,
vember 1, at the Westover Air
Force Base Chapel, Mass.
The bride taught school at Alexandria and Little Rock prior to,
entering military service. She is
assistant officer in charge of base
records branch at Westover. She
was a member of the '55 class,
graduating with distinction.
Mr. Herbert is employed as surveyor at a* Springfield Civil Engineering firm:
__

.
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FOR GOOD DRYCLEANING

COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS
60 MINUTE CLEANING!
DALE PEYTON and
DICK PERRY our
College Agents
109 N. 3rd St.
Phone 1165

GOOD EATS!

The Golden Rule Cafe
SOUTH FIRST STREET ^1S READY TO SERVE YOU.

Three Meals A Day: ,

■

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
-

DINNER

Everything you enjoy in the very
/

1— ■

Frankfort December .17 for a
meeting of Committee on Accrediting Standards.

. best of Home Cooking
HOT BISCUITS
CORN BREAD
HOME BAKED PIES

Medical science has not yet
found a cure for Kxmdiz, nor has
anyone ever been found who has
had it, or can pronounce it.
Before the KIE pins had been
out a week, girls started showing
up with matched sets.

Serving good food is our goal in life.

BE SEEING YOUJ
• . <
. . . -.

.—l

A Utah publishing firm, expanding distribution in this area,
is seeking several local college
students, qualified in sales and
promotion, to sell and distribute
a new line of accounting forms to
wholesale and retail businesses,
stationery stores, banks, etc.
This offer should appeal to busy
college students that cannot work
regular hours, since you may arrange your own safes schedule.
Students in Utah and Idaho have
averaged $3.00 per hour for their
efforts.
Moreover, once
your
original contacts are made, you
receive the same commission on
reorder business.
Apply to: T. Leland Shreeve Co.,
2538 Van Buren Avenue, Ogden,
Utah.
. .

PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND MAKE *25
We're paying $25 each for the hundreds of Thinklish words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's new
words from two words—like those on this page.
English. INSECT-COUNTER

■

Send yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mount
Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,
college or university, and class.

English: FAKE FROG

English-. VALISE FOR A TRUMPET

w3 ' •*£•
-

•

i -
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:
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-oftCEEOlNOS

English: MAN WHO STEALS FROM
THE RICH AND GIVES TO THE POOR
Thinklish translation: To
smuggle loot, this fellow dons his
ptunderwexir. For street fighting, he
wears a rumblesuit. He totes, his
burglar tools in thuggage. The only
honest thing about him is the Luckies
in his pocket (Like law-abiding folk,
he enjoys the honest taste of fine
tobacco!) In the old days, he'd be
called a robbin' hood. Today, this
churlish but altruistic chap is a
(good + hoodlum) goodluml

The

&°

that Gives
more
of Yourself

rjrv-7 . that's your portrait, in
color if you wish. Your gift
portrait says, more than any
other gift; "I'm thinking of
you." It's the gift that's most
treasured, for it's the gift
only you can give I

Stanifer's Studio.
MAIN STREET OVER
PAUL JETT'S., r
PHONE «9
RICHMOND
_
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English: REFORM SCHOOL CLASS
'

Th**«rfM »RATTALION
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Get the genuine article

w^sf^

Get the honest taste,
of a LUCKY STRIKE
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